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What is an Interest Network?

Interest Networks
What exactly is an Interest Network?

     

Should Social Networks interact with Interest Networks?

What’s next?

http://www.facebook.com/YirikaSearch
http://plus.google.com/b/111774466071146419140/+Yirika/posts
http://www.linkedin.com/groups/Yirika-6501146?gid=6501146&mostPopular=&trk=tyah&trkInfo=tas%3Ayirika%2Cidx%3A1-1-1
http://www.pinterest.com/yirika/yirika/
http://yirika.com/feed/
http://twitter.com/YirikaSearch
http://yirika.com/


Lets start with something we all know, Social Networks.

Social Networks
Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn are without a doubt the largest Social Networking websites out on the

web. Facebook and other Social Networks are centred around an individual’s friends, or what is known

as a ‘Social Graph’. The Social Graph is a map of social/business connections for that individual. So what is

an ‘Interest Network’?

Interest Networks
Just like Social Networks, Interest Network’s are based around individual’s however instead of creating a

network of friends, a network of the individual’s interests are created in what is called an ‘Interest Graph‘.

Social Networks vs Interest Networks
As Social Networks provide us a map of our friends and colleagues (people we like), the Interest Network

provides us with a map of our interest topics (things we like). Platforms such as Facebook have grasped

the attention of billions with the interaction between ‘friends’, but are all these people actually friends?

Well no not always, many have crept through into your ‘friends’ list from other friends. Hence the privacy

issues that have become apparent.

Interest Networks offer privacy and control over your interests on the web. To ensure relevancy and

privacy the Interest Network needs a direct request for information from the user to enable a relevant

return of results and the resulting network graph created should be private and only shared if the users

wishes. The resulting Interest Graph belongs to the user and not the platform that is providing the service.

The user now regains their control of their information.

Integrating Interest Networks with Social
Networks
The current trend is for individuals to interact with people on the web. Facebook and many others have

provided the platform for something we never knew we wanted. An up and coming trend is that of the

Interest Network, with people creating their own Interest Graph but specific interests and privacy built in,

in some cases. This means that people can use the web without having to interact with other people

unless they want to, giving control back to the user. The majority of users on the web use Social Media to

interact with people they like,  and Google (and of course other search engines) to find the topics they

like. Search engines however do not protect their privacy and they are biased towards what the search

engines actually have in their database after they have crawled the web, and of course advertising.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Interest_graph



